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ABSTRACT
A study was desigiod to test the expectatioh,t)oat

different individuali have differrnt cognitive styles, wake:#-11-
true, may be useful in iniestigatiig characteristics and
psychological impacts of media utilization. Cognitive stYle refers to

an individual's way of acquiring and processing information.
Characteristics of the visual type and haptic type are identified

based, on an earlier study by Viktor LOwenfeld: The hypotheses were
that the visual type could be expected to discriminate visual detail
and to react impersonally, thus testing out as field*independent and

reflective; and the haptic type could ha expected, to be unable to
discrisinato visual detail and to react emotionally, thus testing out

as field-dependent and impulsive. Three tests (which are not

included) Imre used to classify subjects as reflective, impulsive, or
indefinite; field-independent, field-dependent, or indefinite; and
visual, haptic, or indefinite. The results of the study imply that:
(1) Visuals tended to be field-independent on a test of perceptual
style, while haptics tended to be fielda.dependent; (2) Visuals tended

to be reflective on a visual test'of perceptual tempo, while haptics
tendodpto be impulsive, and (2) Haptics made more errors on the tempo
teat than did visuals. It As suggested that further research be
conducted to see if these trends appear in other samples. (KKC)
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It is the contention of many researchers in the field of instructional°

media that media research should-bo related to contemporary psychological

inquiry into cognition. It is the belief of these researchers that media.isti

concerned primarily with stimulus presentation and that media research should.

therefore be concerned with the impact of 'variant; manipulations of stimaus

presentation on the psychological variables of cognition that govern learning..

What is needed in media research is to discover the existing interactions

among media manipulations and individual differences in cognitive variables

and to build them into a-media design model end -develop theories_of-

, media use.

One Intriguing group of individual differences in cognition aim

-
collectively referred to as "cognitive styles." It seems likely that, since

thailierclossly_relted!o methods of perception; various dimensions of

cognitive style may be particularly iiiifUt-in-inveitigating charactiristics

and psychological impacts of media utilization.

The concept of cognitive style refers to psychological diminsions which

represent consistencies in an individual's manner of cognition; that ts, to

ways of acquiring and processing information. An individual's cognitive

style is .hts typical manner of perceiving, remembering, thinking, and

solving problems..
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One dimension.of cognitive style Which, because of its very close ties

tostyle of visual perception, appears to be of particular interest to media.

researchers Is the dimension of field-dependence/field-independence. Field-.

-
dependence/field independence may be referred to as perceptual style. Field-

._

independencelarplies an analytical, asoppoied to a-global; war of perceiving

stimuli. It involves a tendency to perceive items as discrete from their

bee:grounds and an ability to ov'rcome an embedding context. Field-dependence,

on the other hand, implies a global perceptual,style which is heavily

influenced by field factors and the complexity of the background.

The.task most frequently used to determine the perceptual field-

Indepeldence &r field-dependence of an individual has been one which requires'

the subject to find a simple figure that is.embedded within a more complex

pattern. Those who are able to do this are identified as field-independent;

those who are not are identified as field dependent., It should be floc.* that

these tests, such as the Hidden Figures Test (French, Ekstrom, and Price,

1963), are highly visual in nature and require fine discrimination and

separation of vii sual stimuli.

A second area of cognitive style which may well be of particular

Interest to media researchers who are investigating the psychological 'impact

of various manipulations of 'stimulus presentation is the_aree known as re-

0

flecttvity/impulsivity. This aspect of cognitive style is commonly referred'

to as perceptual tempo. Perceptual tempo is basically concerned with the

speed with which hypotheses are selected and information is processed.

Impulsive individuals tend to offer the first answer to a problem that

occurs to them, even though it is frequently wrong, while reflective

individuals tend to consider all the vnrious possibilities before deciding.
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The task most commonly used to assess perceptual tempo is.onisuch as the

.Matching Familiar Figures Test (Kegan, 1969), in which the subject is. required

to lotokat a drawing and then pick out an exact duplication of it from among
r 0

numerous variant alternatives. It should be noted that the task for assessing

peFceptual tempo, like the one for assessing perceptual style, is highly, visual

in nature and requires the ability to perceive and differentiate visual detail.

There is another .individual-difference variable which may have important

relationships to perceptual style and tempo which has not !men thoroughly

investigated. This variable may be referred to broadly as perceptual type.

In his work, Viktor Lowenfeld (1945 and 1957) identified individuals of two

distinct perceptual types, which he called the, visual type and the haptic type.

Heaevelopod a battery of tests through which perceptual type may be identified

for individuals (Lowenfeld, 1945).

An individual of, the visual 1.tt=

as the main intermediary for his sensory impressions. MA is perceptually an

observer, usually approaching things from their appearance and feeling as a

spectator. His tendency is to transform kinesthetic and tactile experiences

into visual ones.

A haptic individual is a normally-sighted person who uses his eyes as
;t-

his primary sensory intermediary only whin he is compelled to do so. He

prefers---to---rely-on-touch-and-kitielitheliiii,- Vie main_intermediary for the haptic
. .

ype is his "body-self" - muscular sensations, kinesthetic experiences, touch

impressions, and other physical sensations. The haptic is a subjective type

who does not transform kinesthetic and tactile experiences into visual ones.

The tests developed by Lowenfeld ;1945) for identifying -individualti of

the two perceptual types are based on several important distinctions

between them:

4
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1. While the-visual has tht ability .to see a whole, hreakit up and

see its component details, and then resynthesize the details back. into a

whole, the haptic is unable to do this.

2. While the visual tends to react to'stimaii as a spectator and to,

"see" exPeriences, the haptic tends to react emotionally, to "feel" stimuli,

mnd to put himself into a situation.

3: While the visual has the tendet*ty and ability to visualize tactile

experiences apd to visually complete partial empertenes*, the haptic has

neither this tendency P.

Studies have revealed that the distribution of v11,41 and haiiic

perceptual types is, stable-across populations. In his eltessive study,

Lo enfold (1945) found. that While most people fall between the extremes of the

two types,. few. individuals have equal-tendSncies.toward visual. and haptic

perception. He found consistently that about 75% of the subjects he tested

. showed appreciable tendendy toward one type or the other, with about 50%

-showing visual tendency and about' 25% showing haptic tendency. He thus'

established the following theoretical distribution of perceptual t;pes fol

any given population: visual, 50%; indefinite, 25%; and haptic, 25%.

.Lowenfeld (1945) reported that this theoretical distribution coincides

completely with the distribution of "visualizers," "mixed types," and

"noa7visualizers" found by W. G. Walter in a completely independent study

based on brain alpha rhythms.,

The existence of these two distinct perceptual types bears directly on,

the theoretical model of cognitive processes proposed by Fletcher (1969).

Fletcher's cognitive-model consists of the following steps:.

' 1. attentional processes': processes which serve to detect the cues

relevant to the particular problem
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2.- transformation processes: processes which servo to encode

appropriate information

3. generation Processes: processes which serve to generate solutions

to the problem

4. evaluation processes: processes which serve to determine if

solution has been achieved.

Since an individual can iespond only to encoded information and not to

actual stimuli, the trahageneration step in the cognitive process is

fundamental and'vita.1.. The generation of solutions is based upon how input

stimuli are tranegenrated by the learner. Fletcher (1969) identified two

principal types or styles of transgeneration: the analytic style, in which

stimuli are broken down into individually meaningful elements; and the

wiethetic style, in which stimuli are grouped globally into wholes. The

manner in which solutions to problems are generated are necessarily-dependent

upol.whieh type of transgenoration is used by an individual. It therefore

follows that a task .which requires a specific type of transgeneration for its

solution cannot be satisfactorily performed by a learner who is incapable of

the necessary type of transgeneration.
a

It should be recalled that the nature of the, tasks used in identifying

field-dependence-Independence and reflective -inulsive tempos require the

discrimination and. separation of visual stimuli. This means that, in

Fletcher's terminology, analytic transgeneration of visual stimuli is required

of the subject for correct generation of the solution to these tasks. It

should also be recalled that this method of handling visual stimuli is usually

readily available to persons of the visual perceptual type, but are not

usually readily available to persons of the haptic type. This suggests that

performance on these tasks could-be expected to be influenced by an
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individual's perceptual type.. The visual type could be_expected to discriminate

visual &mai} and to react impersonally, thus testing out as field-independent

. and reflective. Lowenfeld's theoretical distribution should therefore be

present among field-independent and reflective populations. The haptic type

could 'be expected to be unable to discriminate visual detail and to react

emotionally, thus testing out as field-dependent and impulsive. The theoretical

distribution shou/d therefo* not be present among field-deiendent and

impulsive populations. These expectations are consistent with the theory
,f

behind Fletcher's model of cognitive processes. -Thisstudy was designed to

test these expectations. The hypotheses under consideration in the study

(based on Lowenfeld's theoretical dittribution) are as follows:

H1: The-obtained frequency of visual types among fiild-dependent subjectr

is smaller than the expected'frequency.

112: There is no difference between the obtained and expected frequencies

of visual and haptic types among field-independent subttcts.

H3: There is no difference between the obtained and expected frequenties

of visual and haptic types among reflective subjects.

H4: The obtained frequency of visual types among impulsive subjects is

smaller than the expected frequency.

-H5: the number of errors made by visual subjects is smaller than the

number of errors made by haptic subjects on a visual test of cognitive tempo.

Method

Subjects. The subjects for the study were a group of 32 undergraduate

students enrolled in Education 4160, Media. and Technology-in Teaching..

Procedure. The subjects were administered three separate tests:

Matching Familiar Figures (IIFF), Hidden Figures Test OIVT), and Successive

Perception Test I (SPT1). These.three tests were all administered to the

7'
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subjects (Ss) by the same examiner, and each test had a set of standard

written instructions. X .

The MP (Kagan, 1969) is a visual discrimination task which is frequently'

used to determdawrtUiriiflectivity or impulsivity of cognitive tempo. In the

task,:pietures of familiar objects. are presented along With eight similar

variants. S must select the one variant which is identical:to the standard.

The test consists of 12 separate items ''oz each S, a'record is kept of

response latency to first 'answer given end number of errors on each item.

Mean response latency and an errorytotal is then computed. for each S.

IWT (French' et al., 1963) is also a task involving visual discrimination.

It is.used to determine the field-independence orlield-dependence of S. S is

presented with a group of five simple geometric figures and a series a/complex

figures: For each complex. figure, S is to find the simple figure which is. .

concealed within it. The score made on the test is determined by votalling the

number of correct responies and subtracting from that total a fraction of the

number incorrect. Items for which no response is made are not counted as

either correct or incorrect.

The third test given to the Ss was SFT1.(U. S. Air Force 1944). This is

a test of visual ability,which is used to determine the prestince of visual

haptic perception. It is a motion- picture.form of the test developed by
4

'Lowenfeld (1945) and was refined for military use. It consists of 35 items

in which S. is shown a pattern a small section at a time behind a moving slot.

He is then shown five similar variants and must choose from ,among them the

pattern whichile saw behind the slot. Both the percentage of items correct and

the percentage incorrect are recorded for each S.

After the Ss were administered all three tests, they were classified as

reflective, impulsive, or indefinite; field - independent, field-dependent, or

indefinite;and visual, haptic, or indefinite. Those Sa were identified as

fi

4 Fr
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reflective who scored above median mean latency and beloW median errors on `FF.

Ss re identified as impulsive if tht,scored below median mean latency aid

median errors on MFF. Ss scoring in the upper one-third of the gioup on

were identified as field-independent; those **coring in the bottom one-third

-

of the group were identified field-depeident. Ss scoring 60%.2r9oreiteste

correct on'SPTI-were identified as visual; those,scoring 60% or more item

incorrect were .L.lentified. as hiptic. Table 1 summarit,:s the clasAficacion

I

procedures and number of subjects placed, in' each classiftOation.

3

PERCEPTUAL STYLE
(Measured by HFT)

Table 1
4'

riroups 7,4arEP tried by Testing Tmetrnments

Field - Independent (upper

1/3 of group)
Field-Dependent (lower

1/3 of grou p)

Indefinite (middle 1/3
ef gToup)

PEP.CLPTUAL TEMPO
(ileasured by liFF)

a

Total N

12

10 32

10

Reflective (above median
mean latency and below

median errors)
Impulsive (below median mean

latency and above median
errors)

Indefinite (below median mean
latency and below median
errors)

16

2

32

PERCEPTUAL TYPE
(Measured by SPT1)

Visual (60% Dr more correct)
Haptic (60% or more incorrect)

Indefinite (leis than 60%
in either direction)

14
3.0

8

32
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Data. Analysis. All analyses were

distribution of visuals (50%), haptics
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re

based on Lowenfeld's thioraticat

(25%), and indefinites (25%)- in any

given iopUlation. The obtained hiitribuiiols.of perceptual types was Mot

tested against this theoretical distribution to see if it was significantly

'different. The test used was a chi square test for goodness of fit. --

I
.

0

Next, the obtained distributions of visuali haptics,. and indefinites
1.

in the subpopulations.a field - dependent -a, fieidldndependents, reflective.,
4

and impulsivesv;ere tested against the theoretical distributions in ordeg to

test the hypotheses of the study. For'these tests, the Kolmogorov-Smirnov

one-sample test for goodness of fit Was used.Inateld of chi square because

the number ofivery small expected frequencies medithe the square test

inapproiriste. For the tests whicfi were one-tailed, Smirnov's modification

tabled- critical valca... D was used.

.Finally,-the number of-errorN made by visuals and haptics on MFF wefe

compared.' This was done with a Hann-Whitney 11 test. Thii test was chosen

instead of a ptrametric t-test because the two groups had tiaequal N's and

it was impossible to arse the assumption of jtoisogsueity of variance. The

combination of thee. two factors made the use Of a t -tes inappropriate.

4
Results and Discussion

It was decided that analysis of the data obtained on the 32 Ss tested

would be profitable only if the obtained distribution of perceptual types

did not differ 'significantly from the' theoretical distribution upon. which

analyses would be based. The results of the chi square test for goodness of

fit reported in Table 2 indicated that the obtained distribution was not

aignificantly different from the theoretical on (0.7500, .501;p'>15-.70), an

data analysis was therefore continued.

I.
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TA.F1E-2 . .

Chi Squ:Lre Test for Goodness of Fit

9

of Distributkoll

of Perceptual Types'

ISUAL HAPTIC

8. (20)

IiIDEFINIT3'

Observe

X2' se :7500
.50 1Cp <.70

9.

Kttlieogorav-Sisirnac go9,44 of fit' teats 'snorted H.(Dm.4000;

112 (Dm..1667.; p>.10), and 4.(D,0625; .p>.25). R4 Wei sooss4hat supported

(Dm 2857; ..05cp...10). The Mann-Whitney U test supported R5 (0m38;..p7c.Q5).

The results of these tests, are shown In Tables 3,t4, 5, 6, and

TABLE 3
Kolmogorov - Smirnov Test for-,Goodness of Fit

of Distribution of Perceptual, Types
among Field-Dependents

VISUAL HAFTIC INDEF.

10

xpected
b e ved

5 (50$) 2.5 (25%)
6

2.5 (25%) 10 Classification
al apt def

= number of S
s
with classification

t

6 3

a
F0 (x) = theoretical cumulative distribution

of classificktions under H0
.

5/10 7.5/10 10/10

I

F10
cumulative digitribution of obsprved
classifications . 1/10 7/10 10/10

(X).- Fi (X)
..

4/k0 .5%10

*p se max value

D = .4000*
p.05 4

a
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TABLE 4..

Ko1mo1-orov-Srairnov Test for. Goodness' of Fit.
6f Distribution of PerceptuA Types
' . thrionz Field-Independents

40

VISUAL HAVTIC INDEF.

." y

Expected.f
Obsertred

itoN9fraw..****

6 (5o:
7.

'3 (25%)

0-(xl

Fo

. .

(xl)Ta j/2 (x)I

4P \.

3. (25A)

p > . 10

TABLE. 5
Koltnogorov-Stairnov Test- for Goodness of. Fit

of Distribution of Perceptual Types.
among Ref lectives .

a

121
Classifications
Visual itaptic Indpf.,

7

6/12

7/12'

1/12

VISUAL HAPTIC IND

0

9/12'.

7/12

5,

12/12

2/12

,

12/12.:i
4

Expected f
Observed f

'(50%) 4 (25%)
3

4 ( 55).
4

lassifio.1._--; ns
Indbaf,

4.
. ,

16 Visual Hapti4-0..

3
.

f
.....-....................7.--.4....,....,......4.....:...7.:-.....4

, :... 9

.
,-- 8/16 12/16 1.6/16

o
,

F16 (X) .. .

"._...._...___L.._____.______.........,..

9/16 12/16 , 1 64.6

fro, (x) Fi 6. (X")/ 1/16 L.0 0

D' = .0625
P. .25

1



TABLE -t
Kolmqgorov-Smirnov Test for Goodness of Fit

of Distribution of Perceptual,Types
among Impasives

VISUAL i-rAFtrIc INDEF.

Sxpacted f
Observed f

4.

7 WO 3.5 (20) 3.5 (25%)
4 14

\

Classiftcations
Visual Haptic Indef.

.

? ... Q 3 7 4

(X)
-- ----V

/14 10. 5/14 14/i4

1
.

. 3/14 10/14
.

14/14

MI -
---------- ,-,1_

.

4/14 .5/14

V?'

.D = .2857
.05 cir .5. 0

Support of HI beyond the .05 level indicates that, as expected,

considerably fewer than, the theoretical 50% of field -dependents. have a visual

perceptual style, and considerably more than the theoretical 25% have a

haptia perceptual style. This reversal of the theoretical distribution was

hypothesized since the test for field-independence-dependence Is a visual,

discrimination.taak whlch requires S to see detail and since visual Ss

usually possess this ability,while-haptic Ss do not. It is important to

note that,Anlrone *site; was alio identified as field-dependent end

a full 60% of the field-dependents are haptic.

13
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TABLE 7
till/In-Whitney U Test of Err3rs Made by

Visuals and liaptics on Ivaors.

VISUAL
ERRORS

0
0
0
0
0

1
1

3
3
6
7

11*

N2=14

RANK

4
4

4
I'.

9.5
9.5
9.5
9.5

13
13
16.5
19.5
23

2=143

74

HAPT IC .

ERRORS

0.
0
3
6
6
6
7
8

10
12

Ni=10

;4

RANK

13
16.5
16.5
16.5
1-9.5
21 .

_ 22
24

R =157
1

U = 38

P < . 05
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Support of H2 suggests that, as hypothesized, many more visual than

haptics. are field-independent. While the obtained number of visuals was not

much larger than could be theoretically expected, the obtained number'of

haptics was much smaller. In fact, not a single haptic. was identified as

field-independent. Of the 12 field-independent Ss identified ali of them

were visual or indefinite in perceptual type, indicating the presence of at

least some degree of visual aptitude beyond the haptic level. Over one-half

were strongly visual.

The researcher hypothesized in H3 that the theoretical distribution would

hold among. reflectives, that is, that twice wmAny visuals as haptics would

be reflective. This was hypothesized since the test for perceptual tempo is

a task which requires fine discrimination of visual detail. This hypothesis

wss,accepted. It is also iiapOrtant to note thatothe Only difference in the

obtained and expected frequencies of visuals and haptics was a shift from a

2:1 ratio to a 3:1 ratio,

H4 indicates that the researcher expected to find a smaller number of

visuals among impulsives than could be predicted from the theoretical

distribution. The hypothesis was somewhat supported. It should be noted

that while the .05 level of significance VAS not quite-attained, the obtained

distribution of visuals and haptics was the reverse of that i'hioretically

expected. A larger sample of impulsive subjects, less subject to deviant

.07t

'scores, might well result in the reaching of the .05 level of significance.

Even in this small sample; the trend is clear. It is important that seven

out of the ten haptics in the sample (70%) were identified as impulsive

(compared to only three of 14, or 21.42 :of the visuals) and that the three

(307.) who were identified as reflective had mean response latencies of

101.42, 119.42,. and 199.42 seconds. These latencies are markedly above the

15
4
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over -all' group mean of .69.84 seconds and suggest that the haptics found the

perceptual tempo task a. difficult one even if they were root impulsive. The

support of H5 also suggests that haptics mate mote errors on the task thaii.-

do visuals, further indication that they find the task more difficult. The

tendency of 'haptics to be impulsive could, perhaps, be due to two factors:

1, their lack of visual discrimination ability, and

2. the emotional reaction whilich is characteristic of haptics.

In summary, the results of this study imply that:

1. Visuals tended to be field-independent on &Visual test of perceptual

style, _while haptics tended to b'e field-dependent.

15

2. Visuals-tended to be reflective on a visual test of perceptuisl tempo,

while haptics tended to be impulsive.

3. Haptics made more'errots'Oh-the tempo task ihamAid visuals.

It is suggested that. further research be conducted to see if these trends

appear in other samples. This research might take, the form of further deicriptive

analysis in various populations or of experimental studies inwhich the effects

of perceptual training is evaluated. If consistent relationships are shown to

exist between perceptual type and performance on certain kinds of visual tests

and stimuli presentations, the implications are important for the fields of

visual testing and teaching with visual media. These implications include a

reconsideration of the nature of the commonly-used cognitive style tests and

a necessity for the selection of classroom learning tasks and presentation

modes to patch percpetual style preferences or to supplant perceptual weaknesses,

perhaps through the use of specially designed media presentation of stimuli.

As many as one-fourth of students may be inherently unable to perform certain

types of tasks presented, via visual stimuli.
4

1
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